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Telraam, the sensor

V1 S2



Telraam, a sensor in the window

A sensor in the window with a camera that counts 
continuously (in daylight) and is able to 
distinguish multiple modes, direction and speed 
(*):

● pedestrians
● bikes
● cars *
● motorcycles
● vans
● trucks
● buses 



Uses of the Telraam S2

AI generated counts 
Ability to improve through 
machine learning 

Easy to install
10’ installation process
Plug & play

Compact
All-in one & elegant design
LCD interface

More traffic data 
Expanding to more modes 
15’ typical traffic

Night counts *
Counting motorised 
vehicles in darkness

* night counting functionality in development & testing



In partnership with citizens



Telraam, the citizen science service provider



In partnership with citizens

Possibility to set up networks of grassroots (NGOs) 
and top-down (village - district - city - national 
bodies) measurement networks 

✔ Installation possible in any home (that meets the 
technical requirements).

✔ Gives citizens a key role, involving them in the 
process (public engagement + citizen science)

✔ Objective tool to support needs and validate 
perceptions ("There are too many cars here in the 
morning..." But what does "too many" mean, and is 
it really not in line with the infrastructure and traffic 
plans?)

✔ Provides the opportunity to assess and monitor 
conditions at local level over the long term



Telraam, the open data platform



Telraam, the open data platform - publicly available



Telraam, the open data platform (API) - publicly available



Case studies



Traffic speed reduction after Telraam
(speed below and above 30 km/h %)

Impact of:
(a) placement of digital speed sign 
(b) placement of Berlin cushion on average speed in zone 30.



Covid-19 lockdown impact on Belgian traffic 
(analysis of data exported with API)



World cycle championship (Leuven, BE)



Any questions:
info@telraam.net

Diestsesteenweg 71
B-3010 Leuven 

www.telraam-api.net 
www.telraam.net


